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T

he “another world” in my topic means the world after death. My project
introduces the way that the living people connect with someone who has
died. Taoists worship with joss sticks to send messages to their ancestors. This
is what I did in my home country, Taiwan. We usually pray to god and our
ancestors for blessings. We believe that they are able to make everything go
well and protect us. They can help us overcome many dangerous and difficult
fears. This part is in my animations.

M

y design ideas are from traditional Chinese shadow plays and puppet
shows. The actions of these are presented in side view faces and
costumes of the characters. The background designs are like the actual puppet
shows, which are usually made with fabrics. The fabrics are moved to make the
background lively.

M

y comic posters are about the Hungry Ghost Festival. It falls on July 15th
of the lunar calendar. This festival has two different stories from
Buddhism and Taoism. For Buddhism, this day is feeding and saving all the
hungry ghosts in hell. For Taoism, this day is showing gratitude for Emperor
Ching-Shi. He is the god who can forgive the sins of ghosts.

T

he package design is for packing things for
worship. I made three boxes: Joss sticks,
paper money and chalices are in the house-shaped
box. The food offerings are in the other two boxes.
These two boxes are designed for a cup cake and
a turtle rice cake. They are traditional food for
worship in Taiwan.

T

he cup cake and rice cake, for this show are
created in origami. The idea of making them
with paper was developed from the paper money
and paper handicrafts that we burn for god or our
ancestors. I believe that they receive the food as
we burn the money and handicraft.

